
Highlights

After the ght with the rogues and Eric everything settled down for a while.

Eric is getting his just deserts still; he went from an alpha to an omega slave who lives a 
sad and desperate life. No matter what he does or how much he pleads to Selena and 
Emma, neither one of them will grant him his freedom again. He is still mateless and the 
omegas make sure that he knows his place, he spends the day working for Alpha James 
and the omegas and then the night servicing those that want to use his body for their own 
pleasure.

The Alphas and Lunas that Emma saved are still working with her and Inga, forming a 
strong alliance that is benetting all and has resulted in less rogue attacks and casualties.

Alpha James and Will are going strong and Mitch is happy with his mate and pup now. The 
three have been working on their bonds and they are now going strong again.

Edward is still searching for his mate, but he remains optimistic that he will nd them. He 
stands with Emma and Inga as an equal, but he mainly stands with Emma as the bond 
those two have formed is strong. It is more like a bond of siblings rather than of beta and 
Luna.

Emma and Inga have worked hard to get where they are now, they found each other when 
they needed each other most. And this resulted in a bond that is so strong that it dees 
most of the supernatural world, it is underpinned by mutual respect and love which makes 
the bond even stronger.

While Emma is a goddess, she does not abuse her powers, instead she keeps most of 
them buried inside of her for fear that they would cause harm to others. When she did let 
all of her powers run rampant it almost killed her and those around her.

Ever since then Emma has worked on withholding her powers, harnessing the ones that 
she can control and having the others lay dormant within her. This means that she may 
not be as powerful as when she is at full power, but she is still a force to be reckoned with.

Unbeknownst to Inga, Emma has been searching for a way to lose her immortality so that 
she can be with him. But her searching has been unsuccessful, the only way for her to lose 
her immortality is for her to die but that will result in her death.

Emma is looking forward to settling down and having a family with Inga, they have decided 
that they will wait a few years for pups, but they want to start running the pack with Emma 
as Luna ocially, even though others see her in the Luna position she has yet to be sworn 
in. This is mainly because

Alpha Inga still worships the ground that Emma walks on, and they both work closely with 
the whole of the Silver Moon Pack to strengthen it and help it to go from strength to 
strength.

But the peace couldn’t last forever.
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